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By Joey Nolan
 On November 2nd, Abington Senior High School held a 
groundbreaking ceremony for the start of construction of the Stephen A. 
Schwarzman Center for Science and Technology. Th e event was held where 
the entrance to the new building will be, along Ghost Road. Th e renovations 
will cost just over $104 million, with $25 million coming from a donation by 
Abington alumnus, Steven A Schwarzman. I attended this ceremony, and I can 
honestly say it went off  without a hitch. Abington’s student body president, 
Josiah Campbell, delivered an excellent speech on behalf of the students, 
followed by some words from former superintendent, Dr. Amy Sichel, who 
was proud to have her fi nal act in her position be to initiate this construction, 
before passing her position along to Dr. Fecher.  

Th e opening is anticipated to be in the fall of 2020, with a projected 
completion date in 2022. Th e construction will usher in not only the new 
science wing, but more art and general classroom space, as well as an auxiliary 
gymnasium, a career center, a new cafeteria, and of course, what we are all 
looking most forward to, air conditioning. 

Th is will be the fi rst major renovation on the building in nearly two decades. Th is addition also comes with the migration of the freshme n in to the 
newly named Abington High School, and the 6th graders in to the Junior High School. Th e construction and reconfi gured grade spans pave the way for a 
reimagined curriculum at Abington, implementing innovative programming focused on the skills needed to compete in the evolving workforce and preparing 
students to face the nation’s fastest-growing industries and jobs of the future. Additionally, the new curriculum will provide high school students more fl exibility 
to choose classes across a range of subjects and specialties, providing greater exposure to a variety of industries and career fi elds. With the success of the 
groundbreaking ceremony, we cannot wait to see what comes next in this endeavor.

Groundbreaking News

By Meghan Strange
Gritty has taken the nation by storm.  It all started on September 24th - the birth of Philly’s newest mascot.  People across 

the country questioned the Flyers and their orange, spirit-fi lled fuzzball.  Th ere were serious concerns about what the Flyers’ 
marketing team had created.  However, out of the darkness, a ray of light appeared. 

Th ere was instant love for Gritty, as there should be, especially from native Philadelphians.  Th is snowballed into Philly 
pride and excitement for the Flyers.  Gritty continues to entertain people everywhere.  His constant Twitter posts cheer on the 
Broad Street Bullies, give updates on his personal life, all while joking around with athletes and celebrities, including Jimmy 
Fallon. 

Gritty is arguably one of the trendiest mascots of all time.  Can you name a mascot with over 184,000 followers?  His 
pregame ritual of dropping from the Wells Fargo Center’s ceiling always surprises fans and guarantees likes on Twitter.  Oh, did 
you hear about that wedding in Northern Liberties? Yep, Gritty crashed it.  Gritty is making himself known! With his Twitter 
posts and his appearances in parades, games, and talk shows, Gritty seems to be everywhere. Is it bad that Gritty is doing whatever 
he wants? No!  He wished everyone a happy Th anksgiving on Twitter, congratulates his team on wins. What else is supposed to do? 

Maybe the Flyers will consider Gritty for GM aft er fi ring Ron Hextall.  However, Gritty has serious off  the fi eld issues, including shooting a man with a 
t-shirt cannon, putting a child in the penalty box, and chasing a Toronto Maple Leafs’ fan away from his seat.  Nonetheless, Gritty is an important member of the 
community, and he defends his people of Philadelphia. He dressed as Santa and walked in the Th anksgiving Day Parade. In fact, Gritty received write-in votes in 
the recent midterm elections.  Better yet, Gritty nominated himself for Time Magazine’s Person of the Year. Would he really be an awful candidate?  

 Sure, Gritty isn’t a human, but he is very infl uential.  He was honored by the Philadelphia City Council for his spirit and for the bringing together of the 
Philadelphia community.  Whatever happens, Gritty will continue to be himself and do his best for his city, team, and fans.  Th e best is yet to come from 
Gritty.

A major scientifi c report issued by 13 federal agencies on Friday, November 23, presents the most serious warnings to date of the consequences of climate 
change for the United States. It predicts that if signifi cant steps are not taken to rein in global warming, the damage will knock as much as 10 percent off  the size 
of the American economy before the end of this century.

Th e report was mandated by Congress and made public by the White House, but its fi ndings are directly at odds with President Trump’s  agenda of 
environmental de-regulation.

“I’ve seen it. I’ve read some of it. It’s fi ne,” Trump said. When a reporter stated that the report fi nds there will be “devastating” economic impacts, Trump replied, 
“Yeah, I don’t believe it. No, no, I don’t believe it.

Th e President of the United States denied the fi ndings of a mandated, multi-agency study that asserted the following things:
1. Climate change is real
2. Economic harm is coming to the United States as a consequence of it.

According to the most recent National Oceanic Atmospheric Association and NASA data, Earth just had its second-warmest October on record. Th e fi nding 
extends the planet’s hot streak to 406 straight months with temperatures above the 20th century average. Th e last colder-than-average month occurred in 
February 1985. Th is means that no one under the age of 32 has ever experienced a cooler-than-average month on this planet.

Federal Report Warns of Climate Change

Time Magazine’s Person (?) of the Year
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In an interview on November 22nd, President Trump complained about Democratic gains in the midterm 
elections and continued to make his often-debunked claim that widespread illegal voting had hurt the 
Republican side.

“This is a problem in California that’s so bad of illegals voting,” Trump said. “This is a California problem, 
and if you notice, almost every race — I was watching today — out of like 11 races that are in question 
they’re gonna win all of them.”
 
Trump appeared to be referring to six heavily contested congressional elections in the state,which did turn 
Democratic. No evidence of fraud has marred those races.
 
“The Republicans don’t win, and that’s because of potentially illegal votes, which is what I’ve been saying for 
a long time,” he added. “I have no doubt about it.”

While Trump may have no doubt, he also has presented no evidence.

By Spencer Armon

 With so much going on in the news lately, a major change in Texas’s 
education system went relatively unnoticed. Recently, the Texas Board of 
Education voted to reform the way that the Civil War would be taught in 
schools statewide. 

 Originally, teachers were required to teach their students that there 
were three causes of the Civil War: sectionalism, the rights of states, and 
slavery, with the first two being the most emphasized. Many of the board 
members felt that this was dodging slavery, which was evading the major issue 
at the time, and that the curriculum had to change. The new curriculum would 
highlight slavery as a major cause of the war, and not just some minor aspect. 
 
 The Texas School Board of Education also focused on some other 
issues in the way history is taught, such as Hillary Clinton and the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict in the Middle East. All of these changes were made in an 
effort to enhance the education of students in Texas.

Education Reform 
in Texas

Trump’s Voting Conspiracy “Theory”

By Frankie Bria
On November 10th the AHS Marching 

Ghosts competed in the Championships at 
Hershey Park. The bus departed in the morning, 
around 8am, while the temperature was 30 degrees 
and decreasing to about 25.

As we arrived on the scene, the wind was 
howling. As we hit the practice area with just our 
uniforms, the bitter cold seeped right through 
them. The Guard girls had no layers on due to the 
jumpsuits, while the Band’s uniforms were at least 
big enough to fit some layers underneath.

While practicing, the guards’ flags were 
flying everywhere, as they could not grip them due 
to the cold weather. The instructor took out all 9 
throws in the show and replaced them in less than 
an hour. The technique was not up to par but all 
that we were told was that emotion was what we 
would be graded on. 

In the band’s practice semicircle, the warm up was loud and consistent. As they kept their feet in tempo with their rhythms and fortes, they were about 
to perform their final “Double Agent” show.

As we entered the field the wind continued to blow, the cheers were roaring, and the conductor was ready. As the tape played out, “Good evening, 
agents,” the guard started dancing and the band started collectively playing. The bands kept up their energy and by the end of the show our season was 
accomplished.

The awards were very successful. The band got second overall and the percussion and color guard won first. We also received best visual and most 
improved. Now as the season ends, we hang up our hats and white coats and complete our final mission as “Double Agents”.

Marching Ghosts’ Last Secret Mission
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By Derek Eppinger
This past November, the rainbow-haired rapper Tekashi 6ix9ine, was arrested through a joint operation of the New York City police, US Bureau of 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, and even Homeland Security. Along with four others including his former manager, Daniel Hernandez was arrested 
on accounts of armed robbery, criminal enterprise, conspiracy to murder, extortion, and drug distribution. Previously made public knowledge through the 
rapper’s social media, he was a high ranking and rising member of the Nine Trey Gangsta Bloods, a prominent sect of the American Blood Street Gang. Due to 
the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, federal law now provides for extensive criminal penalties, and as a result all four members now face 
sentences ranging from 32 years to life in prison. Unfortunately for young rapper, evidence of multiple armed robberies has led the judge to determine that even 
with house arrest, he is danger to the community and as a result was declined bail.  

This is far from 6ix9ine’s first run in from the law. In the past few years alone he has been charged for:
•	 The use of a child in a sexual performance in a music video
•	 Assaulting his girlfriend Sara Molina over a dispute about cheating on her
•	 Allegedly choking a 16 year old fan in Houston’s Galleria mall
•	 Driving without a license
•	 Possession of an AR-15
•	 The sale of Heroin
•	 In possession of an ID of a robbery victim
•	 And many, many more.

 After already getting assaulted in jail by several rival gang members, he’s been moved to a separate unknown detention facility. Interestingly enough, 
jail has already saved him for a slew of other problems his raucous recklessness has created. In a video released by TMZ, Tekashi brags to his entourage about 
placing a $30,000 hit on rival rapper Chief Keef ’s cousin Tadoe. Just days afterwards, gunfire surrounded Chief Keef as he stayed at the W Hotel in New 
York’s Time Square. Earlier this November, Tekashi attended ComplexCon in Los Angeles accompanied by a security team that cost $100,000. Of course, he 
neglected to pay that bill, even after a shooting at a music video set with Kanye West and Nicki Minaj justified an additional security team and 25 more hours 
of protection. During his North America tour, he claimed that the company MTA booking had cheated him of potentially millions of dollars. MTA shot back, 
revealing that he was paid over $700K in deposits; in addition, they were so enraged by his comments that they are now suing him for defamation. There’s even 
wiretap recordings from his ex-crew and manager that they were planning to assassinate him. 

This is also going on during the extremely rocky launch of his new album, “Dummy Boy”, where after multiple delays, the album was leaked, and he was 
forced to launch it in jail to mediocre fanfare. Regardless to say, it’s not a nice time to be 6ix9ine. 

A Breakdown of Tekashi 6ix9ine’s Legal Issues

By Sabrina Trakhtorchuk
7,000 migrants walk over 2,500 miles, carrying babies on their hips, their lives in heavy boxes strapped to their backs. Now, they reach the U.S and 

Mexico border. Thousands crowd along the barrier and look for chinks in the armor that separates the two countries. Their attempts are futile. They are met 
with two dozen canisters of tear gas, sending them spluttering back, swollen-eyed and disheveled. 
 They are left in little makeshift shelters boarding the cities of Tijuana and Mexicali, waiting for their plea of asylum to be answered by the U.S. Most are 
fleeing Honduras, a country with one of the highest homicide rates in the world and overwrought with poverty and despair. Thus, a humanitarian and fiscal 
crisis erupts on both sides of the border. Mexico’s President Andrés Manuel López, ran on a vow to protect the poor, but does not have the resources to provide 
for the thousands stuck in political purgatory between the two nations. Donald Trump, holding fiercely to his promise of border control, leaves the migrants 
solely in the hands of President Lopez until they can be processed. Lopez previously promised jobs and visas to the coming migrants, but with both internal 
pressures and U.S influence, Lopez’s next move remains unclear. And the migrants, left in their ramshackle shelters, eerily reminiscent of the hoovervilles of the 
Great Depression, remain in the intangible interspace between two borders.

Migrant Movement 

Cartoons
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By Yuliana Fartachuk
As the Thanksgiving break waved the last few days of Autumn away, 

most of you probably noticed the new, crackling charge of December in the air. 
Christmas music filling the silences of most stores, new decorations appearing 
on houses in your neighborhoods, Christmas movies appearing in movie 
theaters -- those are all parts of the same winter spirit. 
December is a month of joy for both Senior High students and teachers. Even 
if someone does not celebrate Christmas, everyone celebrates the Winter 
Recess. As “Around the World in … Days” continues with its newest issue, 
it would be significant to explain the name of these marvelous journeys you 
engage upon every time you read an issue that makes you forget about your 
own issues. Apart from quenching your thirst for wanderlust, “Around the 
World in … Days” also acts as a calendar. From December’s title, you know 
that there are only 200 days (including weekends)  left of your unforgettable, 
though sometimes very tempting to leave behind, high-school memories. 

Now, to sleigh right to the moment we have all been waiting for, the 
first place to visit during the month of December is Vienna, Austria. Most say 
that falling in love with the city is easy enough. If you have a desire to spend 
your money, Vienna holds the largest Christmas market in all of Europe. Of 
course no one has that specific desire, but sometimes the spirit of winter in 
foreign air can be alluring and it’s hard to ignore all the calls of souvenirs. 
Another unusual activity that Vienna has to offer is their “Ball Season” of 
dancing and feeling like you are in a movie (because waltzing around is not an 
option in Abington if you want to make friends). Apart from this, the whole 
city is covered with light, webbed with postcard like fairy-tale streets, and 
offers more traditional activities like native food, skiing, and simply enjoying 
the sacred spirit of the cold month. 

Of course, all of that seems perfect, probably perfect enough to beat 
Netflix filled holidays. But, if there is one thing I am sure of, is that nothing 
can beat a normal sleep schedule for a high school student. So enjoy your 
month, fellow Abingtonians, and remember that next month, the title’s 
number will be smaller. As a wise person once said, “The bad news is time 
flies. The good news is you’re the pilot.” Wish for you easy piloting your way 
through to Winter Recess and as usual, Bon Voyage!

By Ethan Kovnat
 Laozi, also called Lao Tzu or 
Daodejing, was a Chinese philosopher 
believed to have been active in the 6th 
century B.C.E. and who may have been a 
contemporary of Confucius. Fairly little 
is known about him, and most accounts 
of his life are rooted in the tradition of 
the movement he founded, Taoism, and 
postdate his lifespan by several hundred 
years. Supposedly, Laozi lived in the 
Chinese state of Chu during the reign of 
the Zhou dynasty, and amassed followers 
by preaching Taoism, a philosophy that 
emphasizes balance. Laozi taught that there 
is a natural order to the universe called the 
Tao, and any disorder or unbalance we may 
find is the fault of humanity. According to 
Laozi, the best way to understand the Tao 
is to submit to it, and to live life simply and 
freely. On the more political side of things, 
he also emphasized the importance of a government that cares for the governed. A major Taoist belief is that for any government to thrive it must possess the 
Mandate of Heaven, and that if this Mandate of Heaven were to be lost due to governmental inadequacy, nature itself would rebel against the government in the 
form of natural disasters. It is largely because of Laozi’s teachings about government that the majority of Chinese rebellions throughout history have been led by 
Taoists. 
 Similarly to Laozi, fairly little is known about the Buddha. He is believed to have been active somewhere between the 6th and 4th centuries B.C.E., and 
to have lived in Northern India. Although many of the details of the Buddha’s life have been embellished by cultural legends, he was likely to have been born in 
what is now present day Nepal, into an aristocratic family. His followers believe that his childhood was sheltered and privileged, and that when he eventually 
became awake to the less fortunate realities of the world, he was shocked and appalled. Supposedly, he then decided to abandon his aristocratic birthright 
and wander India in hopes of learning and finding Truth. According to his followers, the Buddha became enlightened and did just that, and he created the 
philosophy of Buddhism. Key Buddhist beliefs include the idea of the Four Noble Truths: that all life is suffering, that earthly desires perpetuate this suffering, 
that the only way to avoid this suffering is to achieve Nirvana (transcendence), and that through behaving ethically and disciplining one’s mind, Nirvana is 
within reach for all people. 
 

By Frankie Bria

Do you ever wonder about the past? Do you like weird and interesting facts? 
Well, I love crazy lists and I wanted to share one with you. 

1. DOGS - Between 1797 and 1798, Scotland introduced tax on all non-
working dogs. People started complaining that by taxing dogs they became 
objects rather than living creatures. The tax was proposed by John Dent, who 
was part of the Parliament representing Lancaster who was soon nicknamed 
“Dog Dent”. Some people started killing their dogs since they couldn’t afford 
them. The money raised from the tax was used for the poor.

2. BEARDS - This tax was introduced King Henry VIII of England in 1553. He 
had nothing against beards and had one himself, but he was only interested 
in turning them into status symbols. Everyone who paid the tax received a 
special copper coin would have to keep it with them all the time. If they refuse 
to pay the tax or lost the coin their beard would be shaved off in public.

3. CLOCKS - In 1789, the British government required that everyone had to 
pay a tax on their clocks and watches. Clocks were taxed at 5 shillings, watches 
at 10 shillings. People would hide their clocks and watches to avoid the tax. 
The losers were the clock makers and the winners were the tavern owners who 
bought big clocks assuming that everyone needed to check the time.

4. FIREPLACES - Between 1662 and 1689, fireplaces were taxed in England 
and Wales. Even though the home owners would report the number of 
fireplaces they had, the local tax collectors would always enter the home to 
confirm it without permission from the homeowners. 

5. HAIR POWDER - In 1795, England was in desperate need to gain money 
for the war against France. Everyone paid it except the royal family. A master 
had an exception that one payment would cover his slaves and daughters by 
paying the same price as everyone else. Eventually people ditched the wigs and 
used their natural hair.

Top 5 Weird Things 
That Used To Be Taxed

Around the World in 
200 Days

Philosophy Phlashcards: Laozi and the Buddha 
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By Sabria Brown

How are you capable to tell others who I am? 
How is he allowed to walk away? 

Excuses, excuses. 
What they do to save their own. 

But when it comes to me 
I get dirt thrown 

I get kicked 
I get spit on. 

I’m a thug 
He has PTSD. 

I get killed. 
They take out all the positives about my name 

And feed people the negative. 
Trayvon Martin smoked weed. 

Mike Brown stole. 
But when we march it’s chaotic. 

But when they march its patriotic. 
We’re still living in the 50s. 

I thought Jim Crow was done. 
But it still lives in hearts. 

Lynched because his mother was BLACK LIVES MATTER 
ACTIVIST. 

Shot because he “looked” like the neighborhood thief. 
I just wanna know why I’m dying and he’s not. 

Why I get life while he’s commemorated. 
Why I have to see fear when I look into your eyes. 

Mr. Protect and Serve. 
You can have an eye witness to my death and still say 

he’s innocent. 
You see me. 

You whip out your gun. 
You see him you yell freeze. 

If you think he’s armed, shoot him. 
You hate me. 

Just say you do. 
You can’t stand me. 

You hate my hue. 
You hate my naps. 

But you love my music. 
My style. 

My “language” 
But you hate me. 

If anything you should get dirt thrown on your name. 
You, thief. 
You, liar. 

You, racist. 
You, killer. 

I bet you wanna shoot me. 
Go ahead. 

Cus to you I’m a threat. 
But to them. 
I’m a poet. 

I’m a friend. 
I’m a student. 

I’m a- 
Sorry I couldn’t finish. 

I died.

By: Talia Veney

Spread out your wings, 
Spare a sign that shows you arrived safe, 

And do not allow the distance 

To cease your pacifying melodies 
 

At the end of each day 
When worn and tired out 

Millions turned to you for lyrical embraces 
 

When your voice proved the only answer to reaching salvation 

We all pressed play 
And even after the news of December 18th 

Your song is all we desire to hear  
 

That great heart of yours 
And your thriving ambitions 

May they prosper on 

So you never escape our memories 
 

You worked so hard and surpassed our expectations 
While altruistically focusing on loving others and sadly not yourself 

Yet with tear stained faces and our calloused hands 

We lift you high to send you to rest with our deepest thanks

Give Out Your Heart

Who Are You? December 18, 2017

  CREATIVE WRITING CORNER - POETRY

By Frankie Bria

Love and peace should turn the world
Instead hatred and violence fuels the earth
People who need help beg for days
While people who can help decide to shun them away

Your heart contains vessels and streams which fuel your brain
Which allows you to breathe in the hatred and criticism everyday
If you open your eyes and feel the breeze
Your smile can help one person

If you ask how is your day instead of fading away
You could save a life
If you say nice outfit today
You could prevent someone’s horrible day

You do not know who is going through what
You do not know what pain people possess
You do not know if someone is suicidal
All you know is that peace and love allows someone to walk a different path

Hatred is the root of all evil which is chained in all our hearts
If you decide to plant the seed of love, you will live a happy life
One good deed is all someone needs
One peaceful person gives opportunity to change the world

Embrace happiness
Embrace a smile
Embrace acceptance
Embrace safety

All it takes is one action
All it takes is one compliment
All it takes is one hello
All it takes is one heart to change the world

Want your voice to be heard?

Write for the Abingtonian!

See Mr. Quigley in Room S-3.
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`By Rachel Oh 
Back in September, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued a warning to e-cigarette companies, primarily Juul, a company taking up 75% of 

the e-cigarette market, to take action in order to discourage teenagers from using their products. Whether it means changing advertisements or discontinuing 
products, the FDA gave these multibillion dollar companies 60 days to come up with a plan, or else be closed for good. Now, in mid-November, this time bomb 
has come to an end, and targeted companies such as Juul came up with a solution to prevent their company from getting cut. 
 E-cigarette usage and Juuling has spiraled out of control over the last year; according to the FDA, one in five high schoolers either Juuled or vaped last 
month, and it is estimated that 3.6 million high school children abuse these substances, an increase of 1.5 million users since last year. 
 What makes juuling so addictive and harmful is that the Juul pods, the plastic containers that holds the liquid flavoring which is clipped onto the 
smoking devices, or Juul pen, contain vaporized nicotine, the therapeutic yet extremely addictive substance found in cigarettes. Parents and health experts fear 
that such exposure would lead to addiction to more serious and lethal products. 
 So what exactly did Juul do to comply to the FDA’s orders? Since the main appeal of Juuling to teens was the fun flavors, they decided to pull popular 
flavors such as mango and cucumber out of stores, leaving less kid-friendly options such as tobacco and mint pods. Customers can still purchase these popular 
flavors on the official Juul website; however, age verification is required in order to show that the consumer is not under 21. Juul also restricted their social 
media accounts, asking for age verification in order to view the content. They are also limiting the amount of pods and Juul pens one can purchase in order to 
limit bulk buying and selling to minors. Although these are very drastic changes, parents are still arguing that more aggressive tactics are necessary. 
 The parents make a valid point: Juul is still not doing enough to resolve this problem. Many teens can easily find older siblings or upperclassmen who 
can legally purchase Juul pods and pens, allowing them to still have access to the product while not break any laws. In addition, the internet is so accessible that 
buying a Juul is an easy feat. Although many teens, even some I know personally, argue that Juuling is “not harmful at all” and “doesn’t have the bad stuff like 
cigarettes do,” no true justification can be made, since teenagers have just recently started to use this product and there is little research. Yes, it is true that Juuls 
do not contain as many toxins as cigarettes do and the user does not burn their lungs in order to feel the nicotine sensation; however, one cannot deny that there 
are cons to Juuling and that an addiction is still negative, especially at such a young age where the brain and the body are not fully developed. 
 Although researchers do not know many of the long-term effects, Juuling for a long period of time can result in “popcorn lungs,” where the airways 
in the lungs thicken and narrow, making it more difficult to breathe. Before the new millenium, cigarettes were thought to not be as harmful and were even 
romanticized; however, we know now that long-term smoking has detrimental effects. Juuling should not be treated with same blasé attitude we once had 
towards smoking. If the FDA is serious about stopping this epidemic in the United States, something has to be done, because Juul pulling their flavors out of 
stores will not stop teenagers from getting what they want.

The E-Cigarette Epidemic

By Frankie Bria
 When you hear the word “Pitbull”, what do you think? Do you think :violent, big, 
scary, or threatening? If you said yes to any of these, then you do not know what Pitbulls bring 
to a home or a person’s heart. This stereotype has gone too far in the past decade; I am here to 
end this and encourage you to accept an animal that just wants love.
 Pitbulls are very affectionate companions towards all. Pitbulls love providing you with 
kisses, and they wiggle in your lap just waiting for a belly rub. Pitbulls are also very social, 
which means they like being in the same room as you, so you know how much they care for 
you.
 Pitbulls are very healthy dogs and are easy to care for. These types of dogs appreciate a 
lot of attention, yet are easy to maintain with their short coats and normal shedding tendencies 
(they only need to be brushed semi-regularly). These dogs weigh up to 50 to 60 pounds and are 
capable of growing up to 14 to 16 inches. These dogs are not susceptible to genetic disorders like other breeds, and if you exercise with the dog every regularly, it 
will be easy to avoid genetic complications.
 Pitbulls can be very people-oriented if the owner socializes with them properly. Even though they get a bad reputation on the media, if you’ve ever met 
a Pitbull that was raised by a loving family, then you will understand how much they adore people. If a Pitbull turns out bad, it is the owners fault for not caring 
for them correctly, and the dog can face repercussions from the owners’ mistreatment and mistakes. The only downside of their personality is they get really 
excited and hyper when they meet new people, which can harm that person, so the owner needs to address it through training and positive reinforcement.
 Pitbulls are very loyal to their owners. When you adopt a Pitbull, they will be your best friend from the first day to their last day. They don’t make the 
best guard dogs due to their people-oriented behavior, but they will still try to be protective of your family and household. 
 Pitbulls are very easy to please. They will always do the best thing to make you happy as long as you are clear about what you expect from them. Many 
people may mention that these animals are very stubborn, but if you show that you are the boss, then they will realize that they will have to work hard to ensure 
that you are always happy with them. These animals can be challenging to raise if it is your first time having a dog, since they will pick up on your uncertainty. 
So you should have a pitbull if you know what you are doing, rather than just adopting one and causing it pain by your inexperience.
 Pitbulls are great to have because of their smile! They are wonderful for your mental health. For example, if you have a bad day, one look at their smile 
and wagging tongue will make you want to embrace them!
 Pitbulls can be spared by shelters who want to kill them if people see that all they show is happiness and peace for a household. The stereotypes are not 
accurate and it left a reputation that Pitbulls should have never received in the first place. Pitbulls are gentle, kind, happy, and respectful dogs if you give them a 
chance! 

Pitbulls: Misunderstood

By Grace Bauder
The Abington Swimming and Diving teams are drowning in our unrecognized talent. 

We swimmers are trained vigorously from 2:40 to 6:30. Divers consistently and flawlessly work their routines to the peak of perfection. One could ask, “If the 
swimming and diving teams are so advanced, why haven’t I heard about their accomplishments?” Well, that’s the same question the swimmers and divers have 
for the Abington Community. 

Our victories and accomplishments are unseen in the school and uncelebrated. Other teams that are not as successful get more attention. The girls 
swim team had an 8 - 4 season last year and the boys team had a record of 7 - 5. Other sports have admission prices, but the Swimming and Diving events are 
free. Perfectly understandable if someone would rather watch the intensity of football out in the unpredictable weather than inside with heating and easily 
accessible bathrooms. 

Unlike other sports, swimming involves everyone in races, but little to no one comes to the home meets. Usually it’s family of both teams and maybe a 
teacher or two. This year, the swimming and diving teams only have 4 home meets. 

The dates for the home meets are January 4th, 8th, 15th, and 31st afterschool at the pool. We need more support from the Abington students and 
faculty, hope to see you at the pool.

The Swimmers Are Drowning
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By Spencer Armon                                                                                                         
 On November 12, the Buffalo Bills released their record-setting 
quarterback. He was one of the most well-known quarterbacks in the NFL 
and although his tenure was short-lived, he will likely be remembered for 
years to come. His name, you may ask? Nathan Peterman.                                         
  Nathan Peterman was drafted in the 5th round of the 2017 draft by 
the Buffalo Bills after playing for the University of Pittsburgh. He started his 
first NFL game in week 10 of the 2017 NFL season and had a historic debut, 
but not in a good way. He threw 5 interceptions on a mere 14 pass attempts 
for a 17.9 passer rating. Not only did Nathan Peterman manage to throw 5 
interceptions in ONE HALF, but he also fumbled once, giving him as many 
turnovers as he had completions (6). Nathan Peterman played a total of 5 
games in the 2017 NFL season, amassing a total of 2 touchdowns and 9 
turnovers, including an interception in the playoffs, which effectively 
ended the Bills’ 2017 season.                                                                                                              
 One would think that after all this, Nathan Peterman’s career with 
the Bills would have ended, but anything is possible when it comes to the 
Buffalo Bills. And sure enough, Josh Allen, the Bills’ rookie quarterback, 
hurt his shoulder, paving the way for Peterman to redeem himself. 
However, there was nothing redeeming about his 2018 performance. 
In his first 2018 game, Peterman threw for 0 touchdowns and 2 
interceptions. Somehow, Nathan Peterman managed to play another 3 
games in 2018 before being released last month, which will likely be the 
end of his career, in which he finished with a 1-8 career record.                  
 Here are some statistics to show how truly awful he is at football:         
 - Peterman threw as many pick-6’s as passing touchdowns in his 
tenure with the Bills.                                                                                                                                    
 - Kevin Byard, a safety on the Titans, has as many passing 
touchdowns as Peterman in 2018.                                                                                                               
 - If Drew Brees managed to throw 2,745 consecutive incompletions, 
his career completion percentage would still be higher than Peterman’s.                    
 - If Peterman had only spiked the ball during his entire career, his 
passer rating would be higher than it is now.                                                       
 In all honesty, Nathan Peterman may be the worst starting 
quarterback in NFL history, but his games were always comedic and for that,  
I say thank you.

By Jake Place
 Alexander Marpet, better known as Ali Marpet, was born on April 17, 
1993 to Jewish parents in the small town of Hastings-on-Hudson, New York. 
By the time he reached high school, he was considered to be a promising 
athlete in both football and basketball. He earned second team All-State 
honors as well as all-league honors twice for both his work as an offensive 
tackle and a defensive end. In addition, he was selected to the all-league team 
for basketball twice.
 Despite his apparent talent, he was seen by major and mid-major 
schools as being too small to play either sport effectively. To combat this 
criticism, he decided to bulk up and went from 210 pounds in his Junior year 
in high school to 250 pounds in his freshman year in college. He was pursued 
by a few small universities within New York. When Hobart College, a small 
liberal arts school in New York, offered him the opportunity to pursue both 
collegiate football and basketball, he jumped at the chance. He decided to 
drop basketball after the coaches at Hobart realized his incredible talent as 
an offensive lineman. He was named captain starting in his sophomore year 
of college and never looked back. His reign at Hobart was one of absolute 
dominance. In his senior season, he was named Co-Offensive player of the 
year in his college conference, becoming the first offensive lineman to achieve 
that distinction. 

At the 2015 Senior Bowl was when his career truly took off.  He 
played guard, center, and tackle while there and had an excellent 
performance. He was then invited to the Scouting Combine and had the 
fastest 40-yard dash time among all offensive linemen in his class. Because of 
his incredible athleticism, the Tampa Bay Buccaneers decided to draft him 
in the 2nd round at 61st overall. He instantly became the highest drafted 
Division III player ever. In addition, he became the first player drafted to the 
NFL from Hobart College since Fred King was drafted in 1937 by the now 
defunct Brooklyn Dodgers.

Many analysts were skeptical about whether he would prove to be 
an effective lineman at the NFL level. They were immediately proved wrong, 
as he had an immediate impact at offensive guard for the Buccaneers. As 
early as week 8 of his rookie season, he was graded by Pro Football Focus 
as the best run-blocking guard in the entire league. After an injury to the 
Buccaneer center, Marpet was moved to that position, where he proved his 
ability again. While he was on the field at center, the quarterback was sacked 

at half the rate than when he was off of the field. On October 9, 2018, Tampa 
Bay decided to invest in Ali Marpet in a major way by signing him to a $55 
million dollar contract. He went from a high schooler who received no serious 
Division I interest to one of the most talented guards in the NFL. Marpet 
proves that you can overcome incredible odds as well as the doubts of others 
through belief in yourself and hard work.

Tribute to a “Legend”

From Division III to 
$55 Million

By Charlie Spurrier

 The MLB Offseason has finally begun. The Atlanta Braves decided to 
pick up a former Brave, Brian McCann, and a former MVP, Josh Donaldson. 
McCann served as a backup catcher for the Astros this past season and was 
likely brought in to provide a veteran presence for the young Braves team that 
exploded into the playoff picture behind Freddie Freeman, Ozzie Albies, and 
NL Rookie of the Year, Ronald Acuña Jr. 

 The more substantial addition has to be Josh Donaldson. The third 
baseman brings a solid glove to the hot corner and a massive boost to the 
middle of the lineup. Although he struggled to stay healthy last season he 
continued to provide when healthy. When he played for the Blue Jays in 2017 
he missed about a month and a half of the season and still managed to wallop 
33 homers. If he can remain healthy, Donaldson will add his strength to the 
already impressive power of the Tomahawk Nation.

 Now, what does this mean for the Phils. At this point, I believe that 
the addition of Bryce Harper is a must. The Phillies struggled to provide 
run support for their pitching last year and if you want to compete with the 
Braves offensive juggernaut, you cannot rely solely on pitching to win. More 
consistent hitting and power are needed to win a home run derby with that 
team. Matt Klentak, use whatever power and money you have as General 
Manager to sign a former MVP of our own.

The Braves’ Big Add

By Ryan Daniels
 Welcome to this Issue’s edition of Ryan’s Rants. According to many 
fans of the organization, the Philadelphia Flyers are a hot mess right now. 
As of writing this on November 27, the Flyers just fired long-time member 
of the organization Ron Hextall from the General Manager position. This is 
due to the fact that the Flyers are one of the worst teams in the NHL. Part 
of this is due to the managing from Hextall and his inability to get any types 
of talent for this roster. The majority of the blame must go on Dave Hakstol, 
current Head Coach of the Flyers and soon to be the next cashier at the local 
McDonalds. Anyone who watches these games can just realize that this guy 
just can’t coach. 
 Right now this team has been playing so badly that the only reason 
why people know the Flyers still exist is because they got a new terrifying 
mascot in Gritty. Through 23 games played this season they only have 
accumulated 22 points. Right now the Flyers are about league average in 
scoring with about 3.0 goals per game. This would not be that bad if capable 
goaltending existed in Philadelphia. We are dead last in save percentage and 
4th in goal against per game. Whenever I see this team lose, it is not by a 
goal or in overtime; usually, it is a 6-0 blowout to a team that figured out how 
to skate last week. I understand that no junior team in any sport can beat a 
professional team, but right now the coaching from Hakstol might be able 
to negate the skill advantage of the Flyers. I would take the Canadian Junior 
National team over this iteration of the Flyers right now. 
 Don’t get me started on the awful special teams. This is where we 
are just brutal. They are last in power play kill percentage and close to the 
bottom on power play percentage. This is where we can see that the coach 
doesn’t know what he is doing. Hakstol you see something is not working but 
somehow you can’t fix it. In the end this is one of the worst Flyers teams I have 
gotten to see in my entire life. What they need to do, fire Dave Hakstol, trade 
entire team, start from scratch because right now this team’s core will never be 
able to win more than two playoff series in a row. Last season the Flyers were 
a playoff team and had a bright future. Now this team can barely put together 
a string of good games. At this point I am not even asking for them to win 
games, just put up a fight. This season alone, 9 out of their 23 games ended in a 
blowout loss. Unacceptable. Garbage Team.

Ryan’s Rants
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By Aidan Scharnikow
Let me tell you about a sport that you may not be familiar with: Indoor Track and Field. Indoor Track and Field practices every day after school from 

3-5pm.  This sport not only includes running, but also javelin, discus, high and long jump, and the shot put.
Coach Neely is our coach, and he is very competitive -  he doesn’t like excuses and only cares if you are out there running your best. Although he takes 

the sport seriously, he still likes to have fun with the team. Sometimes after a hard week, he may bring in watermelon or water ice. Sometimes for a practice, the 
team may get together and do a hurdle relay, which is a fun and easy workout. Also before many large meets, the team gets together to have a pasta party. These 
social events are always enjoyable and have an array of food; it is also great for performance the next day as we are loading up on carbs. 

The team loves to laugh, although when it’s time to practice takes it very seriously. Everyone wants to succeed when it comes to the race, and no-one 
wants to let down their teammates down. Some of our harder workouts may include 400 repeats (1 lap, break, repeat), 5k course (usually only for distance), 800 
repeats (2 laps, break, repeat), 200 repeats (half of a lap, break, repeat), and more. The practices vary in length based on which event students want to do. You 
may be questioning where we run because Abington does not have an indoor track. If weather conditions permit, we run outside at the track; if the weather is 
really vicious, you will see us running through the hallways after school.

If you really want to succeed on this team you have to come prepared. Every practice you should have: sweatpants/sweatshirt, shorts, ACCEPTABLE 
running shoes (no basketball shoes or beat up shoes), and water. Also when it is time for the meets you will need a pair of waffles, which are essentially cleats 
without spikes. There are many meets throughout the season, which mostly take place at Lehigh University. If you really want to succeed on this team it takes 
dedication. 

Indoor Track and Field

Condoleezza Rice as… the Head Coach of the 
Cleveland Browns?
By Ross Armon

 On November 18th, ESPN’s Adam Schefter reported one of the most confusing stories of his career when he claimed that the Cleveland Browns would 
be interested in hiring Condoleezza Rice, former Secretary of State, for their vacant head coaching position. While the report was met with skepticism from 
numerous people affiliated with the league and Rice herself, one wonders how good of a coach she would be. So let us take an in-depth look at her obligations as 
Secretary of State versus potential duties of an NFL Head Coach.

 Negotiations: While trade negotiations in the NFL are notoriously complicated, Rice already possesses plenty of job experience. Whether it be the 
Ayatollah of Iran, the President of China, or the President of Venezuela, Rice has been able to broker deals between bitter enemies. Although I’m not sure how 
Bill Belichick’s negotiation tactics compare to those of the Iranians. 
 Interpreting Documents and Contracts: The NFL’s Collective Bargaining Agreement is legendary for its intricacies, I’m sure Rice would have no trouble 
understanding the document. While the length of the CBA may rival the some of the treaties Rice negotiated as Secretary of State. In addition, each of the 53 
players on the active roster, in addition to the practice squad players, assistant coaches, and the players brought on for training camp. Dealing with their agents 
is probably a complicated task but I have no doubt that she could manage the contracts.
 Organization Building: Running an NFL team is similar to running the State Department. Both are large diverse groups of people with varying wants 
and needs. When Rice was in charge of the State Department, she had her five core principles that she based her work off of, similar to the mantras preached 
by coaches across the country. The State Department was split into various departments, just as an NFL team is split into the offense, defense and special teams. 
When I posed this question to Mr. Simmons, he replied, “I think that she would be great at the team building aspect.” Quite a ringing endorsement by the sports 
aficionado himself.
 The Xs and Os: Now, this is where Rice would most likely struggle. No amount of armchair quarterbacking could prepare her for this. The plays 
revealed by Tony Romo on Sunday afternoons are only a sliver of the massive amounts of knowledge that would need to be memorized. While I’m sure she is a 
relatively fast learner, taking your time is not an option with the NFL schedule. Despite this, Rice tweeted that she would be happy to help with play calling if the 
Browns asked her. 
 For now, Rice has brushed off any proposed interest by the Browns as a joke so don’t expect her to become the first female head coach in the NFL.

By Shaheen Soltani

RB: Gus Edwards -- Baltimore Ravens
Gus has been ballin since Lamar Jackson started at QB. Since Jackson was starting QB, Gus has been averaging 20 touches a game and has ran for over 110 
yards in every game. Also, Baltimore has a sweet rest of the schedule facing off the Chiefs, Falcons, Buccaneers, etc. Roster him ASAP.

RB: Austin Ekeler -- Los Angeles Chargers
Meanwhile, as all of those Melvin Gordon owners cry as they fear that Gordon won’t come back for the rest of the season, go pickup Austin Ekeler! Ekler was 
ranked inside the top 25 in running backs as being Gordon’s backup. Imagine what he can do when he is actually the starter! Ekeler is also averaging 7.5 yards 
per touch which is second among running backs. This boy is a real league winner.

WR: DJ Moore -- Carolina Panthers
The newly emerging favorite target of Cam Newton is full of goodness. Cam has put his trust on this rookie after putting up over 100 yards in back to back 
games. He also is listed as the #1 receiver on Carolina’s depth chart. Pick this receiver up to brighten your team.

WR: Josh Reynolds -- Los Angeles Rams
As you all are aware, Cooper Kupp was placed on IR and was out for the rest of the season. Since then Reynolds came in and replaced Kupp in the starting 
lineup. He only played one game since taking over Kupp’s spot and he put up 6 catches for 80 yards and a touchdown. Pretty solid, if you ask me. Stash him on 
your bench and see how well he does and you might hit the jackpot. 

TE: Eric Ebron -- Indianapolis Colts
You probably realize that he is already an very good tight end. However, Jack Doyle was put on IR and Ebron will once again be the starter. With that being 
said, Ebron will be an elite top 5 tight end in fantasy football. He is tied with Tyreek Hill and Antonio Brown for amount of touchdowns scored. THIS IS 
CRAZY!! PIck Ebron up immediately and enjoy the production.

Best Fantasy Players to Add for the Playoffs


